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AN ALGEBRAIC APPROACH

TO GROTHENDIECK'S RESIDUE SYMBOL

BY

GLENN HOPKINS

Abstract. A certain map—the "residue map"—is defined and its properties are

investigated. The impetus for the definition and study of this map is a definition by

A. Grothendieck of a homomorphism, the " residue symbol", which has been found

applicable in several areas, including the duality theory of algebraic varieties.

0. Introduction. Grothendieck has defined an intriguing homomorphism, the

"residue symbol", and listed some of its basic properties (cf. [10, pp. 195-199], and

also [2]). This symbol has found application in several areas [5,7,13,18]. Unfor-

tunately, Grothendieck's treatment is embedded in a formidable global duality

theory, which makes detailed proof inaccessible to many who may find the symbol

itself quite useful.

We outline here an approach to residues which requires only basic commutative

and homological algebra. The feasibility of such an approach was suggested by

Cartier fifteen or twenty years ago. It is both more elementary and more general

than the one in [10].

In Part I the definition of the map is given. In §1 the map is defined as a

composition of maps which are discussed in §§2 and 3. §4 is concerned with a

method for explicit calculation of the map in a particular case. §5 closes Part I with

some examples.

Part II is devoted to investigating certain properties of the residue map.

A report of the basic definition of the residue symbol, along with certain

examples, appeared earlier in [12].

This work was done as part of a Ph.D. thesis under Joseph Lipman and I am

heavily indebted to him for his guidance in this work.

I. A CANONICAL MAP

1. Definition of Res9. Throughout this paper the word ring will mean a commuta-

tive ring with an identity element.

Consider a ring A, an /4-algebra R, and an ideal I oî R such that B = R/I is a

finitely generated projective ^-module. Let S = R ®A B and define y: S -» B by

y(/- ® b) = r ■ b, where   " denotes the image of r under the canonical map R -» B.
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We have the following canonical diagram:

R     -     5     =     R ®A B

î Î      iy

A     -     B     =        £//

Let J denote the kernel of y and let Q = ÜR/A denote the module of differentials of

R over A. Note that y is surjective and, hence, S/J = R/I. tiq, q an integer, q > 0,

will mean A q RÜR/A, the qth. exterior power of ÜR/A.

Lemma 1.1. In the situation above, there is a natural B-module isomorphism

D//0-///Í

Proof. Note that J/J2 is an S/J module and hence a £-module via the

isomorphism mentioned above. Since ß//fl = Q ®R R/I, to give a £-linear map

ß//ß — J/J2 is equivalent to giving an £-linear map ß -> J/J2, i.e., giving a

derivation R -» //J2 which vanishes on /I. Let £»: £ -> J//2 by£»(r) = r®T — 1

<8> r (mod y2). This is an additive map which clearly vanishes on A (since the tensor

product is over A ) and since

rxr2 ®\ - 1 ®7XT2 = r,(r2® Ï - \ ® r2) + r2(rx ® I - 1 ® r,)

-[(r, ® Ï — 1 O r,)- (r2 O Ï - 1 O r2)],

we have

£)(r,/-2) = r,/-2 ® T - 1 ®~rxT2     (mod/2)

= rx(r2 ® T - 1 <8> r2) + r2(rx ®\ - l®r2)    (mod J2)

= rxDir2) + r2Dirx)    (mod/2).

Thus we have a map S2//Í2 -» 7//2 which takes dr (mod /fi)->r®l — \ ® r

(mod y2), where J is the canonical derivation R -» ßÄ//4. To see that this map is an

isomorphism, we construct an inverse. There is a canonical map J/J2 -> ßs/B ®s£

[3, III, §10.12]. Also, in this case, fis/B s QR/A ®R S [3, III, §10, Proposition 20] and

hence

ßS/i ®s£ »(oÄ/<( ®„ 5) ®s£ s qr/a ®rb^ aR/A/mR/A.

Thus we have a map J/J2 -* ÜR/A/IÜR/A. To see that the two maps defined are

inverse to one another is simply a matter of following through the definitions.

Q.E.D.
For each integer q > 0, we will define a natural ,4-linear map

Res": Qi/IQi ®BExtRiB, R) ^ A,

or, equivalently, a ß-linear map

9

p":  A {J/J2) ®BExtRiB, R) - HomA{B, A)
B

so that Res" = 6 ° p", where 6: HornAiB, A) - A is given by 0( /) =/(l).
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To construct this map, first note that the natural map R -» B induces a map

ExtRiB, R) -» Ext^(£, B) and so a map

q i

/\{J/J2) ®BExtqR(B,R) -^ A{j/J2) ®BExtR{B,B).
B B

We will define a £-linear map

i

a":  A{j/J2) ®BExtqR(B,B) - HomR(S, B) ®SB,
B

and then we will exhibit an isomorphism

p: Hom„(S, B) ®SB - UomA(B, A).

pq will then be defined as the composite map

i <t

A{j/J2) ®BExtqR(B, R) - A{j/J2)®BExtqR(B, B)
B B

^ HomR(S, B) ®SB = HomA(B, B) ®SB ^ HomA{B,A).

2. Definition of o q. To give a ¿Minear map

a":  A {J/J2) ®BExtqR(B, B) - HomR(S, B) ®SB
B

is equivalent to giving a £-linear map

i

A {J/J2) - HomB{ExtqR{B, B),HomR{S, B) ®SB).
B

Now

A(j/J2) = A(J®SS/J) s A(J®SB) s^Aj®sB,
B B B S

the last isomorphism following from [3, III, §7.5]. Thus to give the desired ß-linear

map we can give an S-linear map

i

Ay -> Homs(Ext£(£, B),HomR(S, B) ®SB).
s

For each g = (gx,... ,gq) E Jq, we will give a £-module map

Hom„(S, B)
EMq*{B-B^jH0:Ás.B)'H°m*{s-B)^s/j

which depends in an 5-multilinear alternating way on g and so, by the universal

property of exterior powers, we will have the desired map.

Let g,,... ,gq be in J Ç S. By Ks(gx,... ,gq) — Ksig), we will mean the Koszul

complex over S determined by the sequence igx,...,gq). Since B is assumed

projective over A, we have, by extension of scalars, that S = R ®A B is a projective

£-module. Thus £s(g) is an £-projective complex. (Each component of the complex

is a finite direct sum of copies of S.)
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Let X. be an £-projective resolution of B. We have the diagram:

a 1

A s"->      AS"     -     S      -    S/ (g)S     - 0

If

■ ■■->       Xq       -----       Xx        -    X0.    -. £ - 0

Y denotes the natural factorization of y through 5/(g)S.

Because £s(g) is an £-projective complex and X. is exact, there exists a lifting of

y, £s(g) -» A'., which is unique up to homotopy [14, III,Thereom 6.1].

Applying the contra variant functor HomR( , B) and taking homology, we have a

map which is, at first glance, £-linear:

Hq{HomR{X., B)) - H«(HomR{Ks{g), £)).

The map is easily seen to be £-linear.

H"(HomR(Ks(g), B)) s HomÄ(S, B)/ {g)HomR(S, B)

and HqiHomRi X., B)) is, by definition, Ext^(£, B). Thus we have a map

HomR{S,B) Horn R(S,B)
ExtqR(B, B)

(g)Hom„(S, B)     J\iomR{S, B) '

(The second map follows because (g) C J.)

It must be checked that the map is independent of the choice of projective

resolution of B and depends in an S-multilinear alternating way on the sequence

igx,_gq) Ç Jq; most of the verifications are straightforward. We sketch a proof

that the mapping is multilinear.

Letigx,...,gi,...,gq) = (g^andíg,,...,^,...^) = (g'¡ ) be two sequences in Jq

which differ only in the z'th place. With each sequence we have a corresponding map

Ext^(£, B) -» HomR(5, B) ®SB and we compare these maps to that which corre-

sponds to the sequence

(gi + g'i) = (a.--•.& + *;»•--.£,)•

Let (g¡,g|) = (g„...,g„ g,',...,g?). We give a map Ksigx) ^ Ksigx,g\), i.e. a

map

Ks(gx) ®s ' ' ' ®sKs(gi) ®s ' ' ' ®sKs{gq)

- Ks{gx) ®s ■ • • ®sKs(g,) ®sKs{g;) ®s ■ ■ ■ ®sKs{gq)

where £s(gy) = S ® Se;, e2 = 0 [15, 18.D]. We do this in the natural way; call this

map a,. We similarly define a2: £s(g¿) -> £s(g¡, g'¡). In terms of exterior powers, if

e,,.. .,e,,... ,e generate A ' Sq, the degree one component of £s(g¡), then e,,... ,e,,

e'j,...,eq generate A tSq+l, the degree one component of £s(g,, g,') (e'¡ correspond-

ing to g,'), and a, maps the generators of A ' Sq to the corresponding generators of

A S"+l. We define «3: £s(gj + g'¡) — £s(gi,g'¡) in a similar manner, which at the

first level sends ey -» eJtj ¥= i, and e (corresponding to g, + g[) to e, + e'¡.
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Let X. be an £-projective resolution of B. We have the diagram:

*W *s&¡) £s(gi + g.)

ß

X.

ß is deduced in the usual manner, ß ° a,, /' = 1,2,3, is a lifting of y, and so may be

used to calculate the maps corresponding to (gi),(g'¡), and (g¡ + g'¡), respectively. At

the 4th level, a, maps A"S"-A"S"+1 by e, A • • • Ae, A • • • Ae,

A

A

Ae,, a2 maps A "S" - A "S"+1 by e, A • • • Ae; A ■ • ■ Aeq

Ae    and a3 maps A q Sq - A"5"+1 by

e, A

£, A

■ • Ae,

• Ae'

e, A ■ Ae A ■ • • Ae„ -» e, A •

= e, A •

A(e, + e;)A--- Ae,

Ae,. A • • • Ae, + e, A • • • Ae; A AV

Passing to cohomology and using this fact, it is trivial to check multilinearity.

3. Definition of p. Since £ is a finitely generated projective ,4-module, we have the

concept of the trace map from YiomA{B, B) into A [3, II,§4.3]. Consider the

following commutative diagram:

ÎA HornA(B, A)-B Hom,(£, £)

<t> is the natural isomorphism used to define the trace map, d is the map previously

defined, i.e., #(/) =/(l), and trfl//4 denotes the trace map. t/V is defined by \pib ® f)

= bfifE HomA(B, A)), a by a(6 ®/) =/(&), and p by [/i(A)](6) = tr^T, o h),

where h E Hom^(£, B) and rh is the map multiplication by b.

We consider £ ®A \iomAiB, A) as an S = R ®A ß-module by (r, ® bx)ib ®f) =

rxb ® bxf, where/ G Hom/)(£, A) and rx denotes the image of rx under the natural

map R -> B. Hom^Ä, B) is considered as an £ ®A £-module by irx ® bx)f =

t- ° f ° rh, where rh means multiplication by b. It is easily checked that </> is an

R®a B isomorphism and that if and p are dihomomorphisms for the map y:

R ®AB - £by yir® b) = rb.

Proposition 1.2. ¡i is surjective and the kernel of p is JWomAiB, B), where

J = kernel ofy. Hence HomAiB, A) * Hom^Ä, B) ®SB.
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Proof, p is clearly surjective, since \p is surjective and $ is an isomorphism. To

show that the kernel of p is J Hom4(£, B), it suffices to show that the kernel of \p is

/(£ ®A Hom^fi, A)). Note that

/ i

2 r,®b, GKery « 2 »ft = 0.
/= i /= i

Hence

2*/®*/= 2 î'',®1- l®r,)(l®¿,),
í=i (=1

i.e, J is generated by all elements of the form r ® 1 - 1 ® F, r E R. It is clear then

thaty(£ ®A HornAiB, A)) C Ker^.

Suppose 2;=1r¿®^eKert//. Then 2'i=\ñf¡ = t(2'i=\ñ®fi) is the ° maP in

HornAiB, A), and with r, ® 1 - 1 ® r, G 5,

2 (r(. ® T - 1 ® r,)(l ®/ ) =  2 (r, ®/ ) - (1 ® r,/ )
,=i f=i

= 2'-,®/-i® 2^= ¿i®/-
i=i i=i       i=i

Hence Ker ^ EJiB®A Hom^Ä, A)).   Q.E.D.

4. A method for explicit calculation of Res" if / is generated by a regular sequence.

Summarizing, given a commutative diagram of rings,

£     -     R®AB = S

(*) î î      ¿y

A      -     R/I = B

with £ a finitely generated projective /Í-module and J = ker y, we have defined a

map, p", which is the composed map

Q q

A{j/J2)BExt%{B,B) - A(y/y2) ®BExtqR{B, £)   (induced by £ - £)
fi B

"-* Hom^S, B) ®SB

s Hom^fi, B) ®SB   ("extension of scalars")

¿ UomA{B,A).

We then defined Res" = 6 o p<?, where 6: Hom^Ä, A) - A by 0(/) =/(l).

We now suppose that / = (/,,...,/,), where/,,...,/, is an £-regular sequence; in

this case KRifx,...,/,), the Koszul complex over £ determined by the sequence

(/,,...,/,), gives an £-projective resolution of £ = £/(/,,...,/,) [10,Theorem 43].

I/I2 is a free £/£module of rank r generated by/,,...,/,, where " denotes the

image of/ in I/I2 [1,111, Theorem 3.4] and so /, A • • • A/, generates A"(///2).
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There exists an isomorphism ("the fundamental local isomorphism") [1,1,Theorem

4.5] Ext£(£, £) s Homfl(A \I/I2), B). So, in this case,

ß"//ß" ®BExt\{B, B) s Horn J A (i/I2), ß"//ß"

(Recall that A "(y/y2) s ß"//ß".) We may, therefore, consider p" as a map from

Homfi( A "(///2), ß"/£ß") into Hom/4(£, A). We define

CO

to be the unique element of Homs( A "(7//2), ß"//ß") which sends/, A • • • A/, to

w.

We will show how to calculate the map

p":  A(y//2)®ßHomJ A(///2),ß    -, HomA{B, A)

and hence how to calculate a symbol such as

after identifying HomB( A \I/I2), ß"//ß") with

A(y/y2)®ßHomJ A{I/I2),B

Let g,,-g, G y and let g, • • • g, be the corresponding element in A "(y/y2).

Let

A G Horn J A{I/I2),B

We will find an explicit representation for pqi(gx A • • • Ag,) ® X).

Form the Koszul complexes £s(g,,... ,g,) and KRi/,,...,/,). Since £s(g,,... ,g,)

is an £-projective complex and KRifx,...,/,) is a resolution of £, there exists an

£-linear mapping a: £s(g,,... ,g,) - £«(/,,...,/,) over S/(g„.. .,g,)S - £. In

particular, at the ¿7th level, there is a map a": A "5" -» A " £". Passing to cohomol-

ogy as usual, we have the map

/  * \
HomJ A(///2),£    =ExtqR{B,B) ^HomR(S,B) ®SB = HomA{B, B) ®SB.

Tracing X, the given map in HomB(A "(///2), £), under this map, we find

X - [ib -«"(1 ® b)Xif_x A • ■ • A/,)) ® 1], where «"(1 ® b) is the canonical image

of «"(1 ® ft) in £ and / is the image of / in I/I2. Thus pqHg, A • ■ • Ag,) ® X) G

HornAiB, A) is the map b -> trB/Aib\p), where \p: B -> B by

*(b)= aq{\®b)X(fxA-..Afq).
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Following through the definitions in a similar manner, it can be shown that if

/ = (/,,...,/,),/,,...,/, an £-regular sequence, then

Res"
rdYx A AdY„

/.,-,/,
0°P?[(g, A---Ag,)®A](r),

where f G B = R/I, gi = image of g,. = y, ® I - 1 ® # G J and X( /, A • • • A/,) =

1. So we have a means of calculating residues explicitly in the case when / is

generated by a regular sequence. If, in addition, £ is a polynomial ring over A, we

have the following theorem.

Theorem 1.3. If in (*), R = A[Xx,...,Xq] and I = (/,,...,/,) with /„...,/, an

R-regular sequence iand, as always, B = £// ¿5 a finitely generated projective

A-module), then p" is an isomorphism.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that

i

a": A (J/J2) ®BExtqR(B, B) - Hom^S, B) ®SB

is an isomorphism, since the other maps of which p" is composed are clearly

isomorphisms.

Since R = A[Xx,...,Xq], ßÄ//( is a free £-module generated by dXx,...,dXq,

where d is the canonical derivation £ -» ßR//), and so ß"//ß" is a free £-module

generated by dXx A • • • AdX To show that a" is an isomorphism, it suffices to

show that the map Ext^(£, B) -» HomR(5, B) ®SB corresponding to iXx ® T - 1

® Xx,...,Xq®\ - 1 ® Xq) E y" is an isomorphism.

This map Ext^¡(£, B) -» HomB(5, B) ®SB is deduced from the map of com-

plexes

£s(*, ®!-i®Jr,,...,*,®T-i®jr,) -£*(/,,...,/,).

A',)   is   a   resolution   andBut   since   KsiXx ® \ - \ ® Xx,... ,Xq ® 1 - \

KRifx,...,fq) is an £-projective complex, we can construct an inverse to our map

using [14, III, Theorem 6.1].

(The point is just that either

£„(/,,...,/,)    or   Ks(xx®\-\®Xx,...,Xq®\-\®Xq)

may be used to calculate ExtB(£, £) since S is a projective £-module and Xx ® 1

1 ® XX,...,X ®\ - 1 ® X, is an S-regular sequence.)

5. Some examples.

Example 1. If R = A[XX,

£-regular sequence, then

dfx A ■ • • AJ/,

,A-,] in (*) and / = (/„...,/,) with/,,...,/, an

e/A', A • • • AdXq

f\T--Jq
tr

B//<
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where trB//4 denotes the trace map and £ is the image in £ of the Jacobian

determinant detidf/dXj). This fact can be seen as follows:

Since/ ® T G y = kery,

/®T= 2ci/{x,®\-\®xJ),
7=1

C,j E S.

(Here we use the fact that J - (Xx ® 1 - 1 ® Xx.Xj,® Ï - 1 ® X¡).) Use the

matrix (c, ) to determine a map

**(/..fq)T-*Ks{xx®\- \®Xx,...,Xq®\-\®Xq),

which gives, at the 67 th level, a map

1 det(c„)   ?

A£"   ->    AS".

Now construct the map

KS{XX ®~\ - \ ® Xx,...,Xq®\ ~ \ ® Xq) ^ KR{fx,...,/,)

used to determine the residue map. The map above, t, composed with this map gives

a map from KsiXx ® Ï - 1 ® Xx,... ,Xq ® Ï - 1 ® Xq) into itself homotopic to the

identity map. The desired result is obtained by following through the definitions and

noting, by using the isomorphism J/J2 ~ ß//ß, that L = det(y(c,7)).

Example 2. Let £ = A[X], I = if), f monic of degree q. B = A[X]/if) is then a

free A -module generated by T, X,...,Xq~x. Let hi x) G A[X] andh{X) = a0 + axx

+ +aq_xX"- Then

Res
R/A

h(X)dX

f v-i-

Proof. Because A[X]/if) is free, it is possible to explicitly construct a map <¡>:

KsiX®\ - 1 ® X) ^ KRif), where <f>l:A[X] ®AA[X]/(f) -^ A[X]by

*'\g

q-\

2 d,r
;=1

Vi A,0<i*zq- 1.

i4>x means ^> at the 1 level.) We deduce a map r: B -> B; given b G B, b =

IJZla'jX', t(¿>) = q'q-x. To calculate ResR/A[h(X)fx] we need only calculate

trB/Aih{X)r). This map has a matrix representation

0

a0,...,aq_x

Res

and hence

' h{X)dX

f
Example 3. Suppose R = A[[X]], A a complete local ring. If «(A") = IfL^a^'

and / G £ is such that the reduced order of / = s s* 1 and the coefficient of A" = 1,

R/A
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then

Res

In particular

h{X)dX

f
= a.

Res
h{X)dX

Xs
the coefficient of X~] in h{ X)/Xs.

This fact is deduced in a manner similar to that of Example 2, since in this case/is a

nonzero divisor in ^[[A"]] and >4[[A"]]/(/) is a free A -module with basis T,

X,..., Xs~ '   [4, VII, §3, Proposition 5].

II. Properties of the residue map

Throughout the rest of the paper (*) will denote the usual situation, i.e., £ = R/I

is a finitely generated projective A -module and we have the diagram:

£     -    S =     R®AB

T î i y y(r®b) = rb.

A      -     R/I     =      £

Suppose, in situation (*), that there exists an ideal £ Ç £ such that I El' and

£' = R/I' is a finitely generated projective ^-module. Then there exist two residue

maps

Res": ß"//ß" ®BExtqR{B, £) -» A,

Res'": ß"/£ß" ®B,ExtqR{B', £) - A.

There are canonical maps

a: ß"//ß" - ß"//'ß",       ß: ExtqR{B', R) - Ext£(£, £).

Theorem 2.1. Let Ü G ß"/£ß" and X G Ext£(£', £). Then Res'"(a(co) ® X) =

Res"(co® ßiX)).

Proof. Let J be the kernel of S = R ®A B -* £, as usual, and let J' be the kernel

of 5" = £ ®A B' -» £'. Then the natural map S -» 5" induces a map J -* J' which

gives a map A"(y/y2) -+ Ai{J'/J'2). This is just the map which makes the

following diagram commutative:

ß"//ß"        -*        ß"/£ß"

A (y/y2)    -    A (yyy2)

By linearity we may assume w is of the form drx A ■ ■ ■ Adrq, where d: R -> ß is the

canonical derivation. Under the isomorphism ß"/7ß" = A qiJ/J2), cö is identified

with (r, ® ï - 1 ® r,) • • • (r, ® T - 1 ® fq), which we denote by/, A • • • Aj jt E

J. The element of Aq(J'/J'2) corresponding to a(co) = drx A ■ ■ ■ Adr  (where

now means modulo /'ß) is (rx ® ï — 1 ® r,) A • • • A (/• ® ï — 1 ® r) (f¡ means

modulo /'), which we denote/' A ■ • • Aj'j! E J'.
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Recalling the construction of the residue map, we see that Res'"(a(co) ® À) is the

image of X under the composed map

ExtqR(B', R)^ExtqR{B',B')a<"]HomR{S', B')/(j\,...Jq)HomR(S', B')

- HomÄ(S', B') ®SB' - HomA{B', B') ®s£'^ HomA{B', A) ^ A.

a(co) in the diagram means the map associated to a(co); this map is arrived at by

mapping Ks.(j[,... ,j'q) -» A*.', where X'. is an Ä-projective resolution of £', applying

the functor HomR(, £') and taking homology.

To calculate Res"(co ® /3(A)) we should have a similar map

Ext«R{B, B)^ HomR{S, B)/ {Jx,...,Jq)HomR(S, B),

which was deduced from the map Ks(jx,...,/,) -» A"., X. an £-projective resolution

of £. (Again, co means the map associated to co.)

There is a natural map of Koszul complexes Ksijx,... ,j ) -> Kyij'x,... J') (recall

that/' is the image of/ under the map S -» 5"), and by [14, III, Theorem 6.1] there is

a map X. -» A".' over the natural map £ -» B'. So we have a map of complexes:

S \

X- Ks,{j'x,-~J'<,)

X'.

Thus we have two maps Ksijx,...,/,) -» X'. over the same map S/(jx./,) -» B'

and hence, again by [14, III, Theorem 6.1], the maps are homotopic. Applying

HomR(, B) and taking homology at the oth level, we have a commutative diagram:

Hom^S, £)/(/,,. ..,jq)HomR{S,B)

/ \

Ext*(£,£) HomR(S',B)/(j'x,...J^)HomAiS',B')

\ /

ExtÄ(£', B)

The following commutative diagram is induced by the natural map tí — B':

ExtqR(B',B')     "-'     HomR(S',B')/(j'x,...Jq)HomR(S',B)

î                                   î

ExtqR(B',B)      -        HomRiS',B)/{j'x.j'q)HomR(S'. B)

In a similar manner, using the functorial properties of Ext, we have the commuta-

tive diagrams:

ExtqR(B', B)     -      HomR(S',B)/(j'x.jq)HomRiS', B)

i I

ExtqR(B,B)       "      HomR(S,B)/(jx,...,Jq)HomR(S,B)
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ExtUB', £) -> Ext£(£', £')

ExtqRiB',B)

Ext« (£', R) -£-► Ext£(£, Ä) - -* Ext%(£, B)

Assembling these diagrams:

Ext« (B', R) -*  Ext« (B', B') --^

Ext£(B', S')

HomÄ(S', B')

Q■\,...,i')HomR(S■,B•)
HomR(S',B')®s,B'

l
HomR(S',B)

(/',.i')HomR(S',B)

Ext« (B\ B) -^-> Ext« (B, B) -» Ext« (B, B) ---■»
HomR(s, s)

,/ )HomÄ(S, B)
HomÄ(S, B) ®SB

The top row is the map used to calculate Res'"(a(co) ® X) and the bottom is the map

used to calculate Res"(co ® /3(A)). To show these are equal it now suffices to show

that if we begin in Hom^S", £)/(/[,... ,jq)HomA(S', B) and go into A via either

the top row or bottom row we get the same result. Simply follow the diagram and

the equality is a straightforward consequence of [3, II, §4.3, Proposition 3].    Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.2. Suppose I = (s,,.. .,sn) C (i,,...,/"„) = /', where I and I' are as

in Theorem 2.1 and s,,..., sn and /,,...,/„ are R-regular sequences. Let s¡ = 2"=, ciJ tj,

c¡¡ G £. Then

Res
CO

tx,...,t„
= Res

det(c,7)co

sx,...,s„

Proof. As in the theorem, we have the canonical maps

a: ß"//ß" - ßy/'ß",    ß: Ext"R{B', R) -» Ext"R{B, B).

We define a natural map KRisx,. ..,s„) -> KRitx,.. .,tn): for each s, we define a map

£R(i,) -» KRitx,...,tn), i.e., a map of complexes,

A £'-£-£/(*,) A R" - A £" - £ -. £/ (?,,... ,/„)

by es -» 2r¡ ■«■, es the generator of A ' £', »-, / = 1,... ,n, the generators of A ' £",

s¡ = 2///C-; note that (s,) Ç (f,,... ,C„) and hence there is a natural map R/is¡) -»

R/itx,.. .,/"„). We then have a commutative diagram:

ec -> i,

1

2',,*/ 2v,=
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Thus we have a map KRisx,... ,sn) -» KR(tx,...,t„) (cf. [15,18.D]) which is easily

seen to be multiplication by det(c,--) at the «th level. Hence ß is given by

multiplication by det(c,7) and the corollary now follows.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.3. Suppose there is a system of ideals in R, R = I0D Ix D • • • D In

D ■ • •, with R/I„ a finitely generated projective A-module for each n. Then Res"

induces an A-linear map

(lim(ß"//„ß")) ®R( lim Ext"R( £//„,£)) -+A.

Proof. Let <*»„,„_,: ß"//„ß" -» ß"//,_,ß" be the natural map, n>\. Then

(ß"//„ß") is an inverse system and so we have lim(ß"//„ß") and maps ctn:

lim(ß"//,ß") -» ß"//„ß", n > 0, such that the following diagram commutes, where

k<j:

lim(ß«//„ß")

(O ' N
<!>j,K

QyikQ" «- Qi/IjQi

(lim(ß«//„ß") ®R ExtqRiR/In, £)) is a directed system: if i <j, the map

lim(ß"//„ß") ®«Ext(£//,, £) -lim(ß"//„ß") ®RExtqR(R/IJ, R)

is id ® ßjj and ß,7 is the map induced by the natural map £// -» R/I,.

Consider the following diagram for / < ;:

lim(ß«//„ß") ®RExtqR{R/I¡, R)     -»      ß"//,ß" ®R Ext«(£//,, £)     s» Res;'

lim(ß"//„ß") ®«Ext"^(£//, £)     -      ß"//ß" ®r Ext"^(£//, £)      ^ Res'/

The diagram commutes by (1) and Theorem 2.1. Now use the universal property of

direct limits and the fact that tensor products commute with direct limits to establish

the desired map.    Q.E.D.

With an eye toward investigating the residue map when £ is replaced by its 7-adic

completion we consider the following situation. Suppose in situation (*) that there

exists a ring £' and a ring map £ -> £' such that R/I -> £'//£' is bijective. (We

may then consider B = R/I = R'/IR' as an £'-module.) There is a natural map

Ext",(£, B) ^ ExtqRiB, B) and a natural map S - 5" = £' ®RB which maps J -*

£ = kernel of 5" ^ £. Let j\ A ■ ■ ■ Ajq E ( A "(y/y2)) and let /( A • • • Aj'q E

A "(£/J'2) be its image under the natural map A "(y/y2) -> AqiJ'/J'2) induced

by y -> y. We have the following fact.

Proposition 2.4. Let a", a'" be as in the definition of the residue map and let

X E ExtqRiB, B). Then, with notation as above,

^A- Ajq ® a{X)) = o'q{j[ A-..AJ'q®X).
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Proof. Let X. be an £-projective resolution of £ and Yt an £'-projective

resolution of B. (By abuse of notation, £ stands for R/I or R'/IR'.) X.®R £' is an

£'-projective complex over £ ®R £' s R'/IR' = B, and hence there is an £'-linear

map X.®R £' -» T.' Thus we deduce a map

Hornby!, B) - HomR,(A\®« £', £) = Hom^A"., £);

this map induces a. We have the natural map Ks(jx,...,/,) -> Ks,(j[,...,/') and a

diagram:

Ks(jx, . . . ,jq)

K's(j[,...,j'q)

X. ®R R'

The diagram is homotopy commutative by the usual considerations and induces a

commutative diagram:

ExtqR(B,B)      -     HomR(S,B)/{jx,...,Jq)HomR{S,B)

U î

ExtqR.(B,B)     -     HomR.{S',B)/{j'x,...,jq)HomR{S',B)

The top row is the map associated to /, A • • • A/, and the bottom row is the map

associated to/[ A • • • Aj'q.

To complete the proof, it remains to show that if we complete the diagram above

into Hom^ß, A) as in the definition of a« we arrive at the same answer. Checking

the definitions of the maps shows this to be true (note that HomÄ.(5", B) =

HomB(S, B)).    Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.5. // £' is a flat R-module, then there exists a natural map ß:

ExtqRiB, B) - ExtqR-iB, B) such that ß°a = a°ß = identity, and with X E

ExtqRiB, B) and notation as in the proposition,

a"(/, A • • ■ A/ ® A) = «'"(/[ A • • • Ajq ® /3(A)).

Proof. Let X. be an £-projective resolution; X.®RR' is then an £'-projective

resolution of R/I ®R £' s £'//£' s B. We have a natural map X. -> A".®R £' and

this gives an isomorphism ß: ExtqRiB, B) -* ExlqRiB, B); ß is the inverse of a. Given

A G ExtqRiB, B), X = (a ° /3)(A) and using the proposition, we have

°"{j\ A ■ ■ ■ Ajq ® A) = a"(/, A • • • Ajq ® (a o ß){X))

= a'q{j'xA-..AJq®ß(X)).    Q.E.D.

In particular, this proposition can be applied to £, the 7-adic completion of £ (cf.

[19, Chapter 8, §2] for the properties of completions—in particular that R/I = R/IR

and///2 = ///2).
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Suppose now that / is generated by a quasi-regular sequence/,,...,/, (cf. [1,111]

for the definition and properties of quasi-regular sequences). Let £ be the /-adic

completion of £. Then the sequence/,,...,/, is an £-regular sequence and, since

B = R/I = R/IR, we have a map Res¿//4: HomB(A qÎ/Î2, ÜR/A/ÍÜR/A) -» A
and we have defined the symbol

co

f\<-■■ Ja ^R/A ■

We wish to define the symbol

/„•..,/,
ß

R/A-

Since I/I2 = I/I2, we have a map

HomJ A///2,ß" A/mR -»HomfljA(///2),ßR//)//ßB/,)

-Hom,|Â(///3),Ojf/if/IOJf//1)

where the last map is induced by the natural map &R/A ®r/a- We then define

Res
R/A /»,-,/,

Res
R/A

CO

/l » ■ ■ • >/o

Thus any statement concerning the residue map that is made for regular sequences

can be made for quasi-regular sequences and interpreted as above. For example

Corollary 2.2 can now be stated requiring only that (sx,...,s„) and (i,,...,?„) be

quasi-regular. (The proof of Corollary 2.2 as given is sufficient since the definition of

the residue symbol for a quasi-regular sequence involves going to completion where

the sequence becomes regular.)

Theorem 2.6. Suppose, in situation (*), that there exists a map of rings A' -» A such
a

that A is a finitely generated projective A'-module. There is a natural map ßÄ//4. — &R/A

and so a map

Wr/aVMr/a- ®ßExt"«(£, R)a^àttqR/A/mR/A ®BExtqR{B, £),

where 5 denotes the map induced by a. Let co' G üqR/A./IüqR/A,, X E ExtqRiB, R), and

let trA/A, denote the trace map of A over A'. Then

ResR/A,{u' ® A) = txA/A.(Res(a(u') ® A)).

Proof. Let 5" = £ ®A.B and J' = kernel of y': R®AB -> £. Via the usual

canonical isomorphisms, ä may be thought of as the map A qiJ'/J'2) ~* A qiJ/J2)

which sends

(J!) = (r, ®,T -1 ®,Â A • • • A0 ®A,\ - 1 ®A.F.)

{rx®A\ - 1 ®ArxA Ar- î" l®¿r,.) = (j,).
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Let X. be an £-projective resolution of B. We have a diagram of complexes:

Ks-ti'i)

\ß'

J, 77 X

Sß

Ks(h)

ß and ß' are deduced in the usual manner and ■n is the canonical map. (Note that

Kc(j¡) =-Ks'Üí) ®s'S-)  % tne usual considerations, this diagram is homotopy

commutative. /?' is the map used to calculate ResÄ//r(co' ® A) and ß is the map used

to calculate ResR//4(a(w') ® A).

Passing to cohomology in the above diagram, we have a commutative diagram:

^  HomÄ(S,£)/Öi)HomÄ(S,£)

ExtqR(B, R) - Ext«(£, B) I

Hom^S', £)/(j;)HomÄ(5,£).

It remains to show that the following diagram commutes:

HomRiS,B)/ (j^Hom^S, B) - HomR(S, B) ®SB ^ HomA(B, B) ®SB - A

I I \^A/A.

HomR(S', B')/ (ji) HomR(S', B) -, Homes', B) ®s- B A Hom^/B, B) ®s. B - /('

Given a map 5 -> B, the top  row is calculated by taking trB//)  of the map

B -» S — B. B — S the canonical map. Following the diagram in the other direction

gives trB//1. of £ — S" -> S -» £. The following lemma ensures commutativity of the

diagram.

Lemma 2.7. Let A' — A be a ring map such that A is a finitely generated projective

A'-module. Let M be a finitely generated projective A-module. Then M is a finitely

generated projective A'-module and the following diagram is commutative:

tr
M/A

HomA{M,M)        -, A

I ltTA/A.

lrM/A-

HomA,{M,M)       - A'

Proof. The diagram clearly commutes if M = A. It is then easily shown, in the

standard manner, that the statement is true for M, © M2 «=> it is true for M, and A£.

Hence the statement is true for finitely generated free modules (let M, = M2 — A

and then use induction) and so for direct summand of free, i.e., projectives.   Q.E.D.

Suppose now in situation (*) that A is replaced by an /1-algebra A', say A -* A'. If

we let R' = R ®A A' and B' = R'/IR', then we can define a residue map with

respect to A', R', and B'. B' is canonically isomorphic to B ®A A' and therefore is

A '-projective. Via canonical isomorphisms, we may, in fact, consider S' = £' ®A-B'
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equal to S ®AA'i= S ®R £'). In this case ÜR,/A, ~ QR/A ®R £' and so there is a

l/A  ~" iuR'/A'canonical map QR/A -» &R-/A' (and so, as usual, a map A qiJ/J2) -» A qiJ'/J'2), J'

= kernel of 5' ^ £').

Proposition 2.8. /« /Ae situation described above, let co G üqR/A/lüqR/A and let co'

be its image under the canonical map. Let/, A • • • A/ G A qiJ/J2) correspond to co

and j'x A • • • A/' G A "(y'/y2) correspond to co'. (/[A • • • A/' z'j ;//e image of

/, A • • ■ A/, w/jc/er r//e map y -» J', which is induced by S -> S'.) Let (j¡) = (/,,...,/,)

and (j¡) = (/,',...,/'). There is a commutative diagram:

ExtqR{B,B)       "        Hom^S, £)/(ji)HomR(5, £)       -     A

I I

ExtqR{B,B')      ->      HomR(S,B')/i}i)HomR(S,B') U

î I

ExtqR,{B',B')     -     HomR.(y,£')/(j;)HomB,(5',£)     -     /I'

(£//e maps into A and A' are as in the definition of the residue map; the top and bottom

rows are the maps used to calculate Res"^ and Res^y^., respectively.)

Proof. The top left square is induced by the natural map £ -» £'.

Let X. be an £-projective resolution of B. Then X.®R £' is a projective complex

over B ®R R' = £'. If Y'. is an £'-projective resolution of £', there exists a map

X.®R R' -» Y'. We have the maps Ks(j¡) -» X. and £S(JÍ) ^ Y- used to calculate the

respective residue maps. Since S ®R R' = S', Ks(jx) ®R £' s Ks,(j[) and we have

the natural map £s(j¡) -* £s(Ji) ®r £' s ^s(Ji)- With these maps, the following

diagram is, by the standard argument, homotopy commutative.

Kstii)       -    Mii)
i

X. I
i

x.®rr'   -      y:

Applying Homfi(, B') we have a commutative diagram:

//*(HomR(#s(j»), £'))     -    //"(Hom«(£s,(jO,£'))

î î

//«(Horn„(A-., £')) *- //"(HomR(n £'))

There are natural maps cxx,a2 making

HomÄ(tfs,(Ji), B')     t     UomR.{Ks,i\\),B')

î î

HomR(y:, £') - Homfi,(r:, £')

commute.
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Taking homology of the last diagram and combining with the preceding diagram

gives the lower left square of the diagram in the proposition. Following through the

indicated maps and noting that

HomR,(S', £') s Hornos ®RR', £') s HomR(S, £'),

it is easily seen that the indicated map in the proposition is an isomorphism. By

following through the definition of the maps, it is easily seen that to prove that

Hom^S.^/OJHom^S,^        -,     A
i

HomRiS, B'^Hom^S, B') U
i

Hom«,(5',£')/(j:)HomÄ,(5',£')     -     A'

commutes, it is sufficient to know the following:  If £ is a finitely generated

projective A-modu\e, A -> A', and/: B -» £ is an ,4-linear map, then

*B*AA>/Af® l<<) = *(*„,,(/)).

This fact is well known [3, III, §9.1].

Corollary 2.9. Suppose in the situation of the theorem that I is generated by a

quasi-regular sequence/,,...,/,. Then the sequence/, ® 1,...,/, ® 1 is quasi-regular in

R' = R®A A'. Let co G Q,qR/A/ItiqR/A and let co' be its image in Q,qR,/A,/IüqR,/A. under

the map induced by ßB//) -» ß«/^ ®r £' = ß/r/^*- Then

/, ®1,...,/,®1   •

Proof. By passing to completions we may assume that the sequences are regular.

Since KRifx,...,fq) ®R £' = £«,(/, ® 1,...,/, ® 1), it is easy to see that

ExtB.(£', £') s ExtR(£, £') and the result follows from the proposition. (Essen-

tially, in the diagram in the proposition, the second row is now isomorphic to the

third.)

Corollary 2.10. Suppose in the situation of the proposition that either A' or R is

flat over A. Then Ext^.(£',£') = ExtqRiB, £'). Let co, co' be as in the previous

corollary and let X E ExtqR(B, B), and let X' be the image of X under ExtqR(B, R) -*

ExtqR(B, £') s ExtqR(B', £'). Then 4>(ResqR/A(u ® A)) = ResR,/A,(u' ® A').

Proof. Let A", be an £-projective resolution of £. Assume A' is flat over A; then

R' = R ®A A' is flat over £ and hence X.®R £' is an £'-projective resolution of

B®RR'^B'. Since Horn«/X®«£',£') = HornR(X., £'), we have the desired

ismorphism and the result follows from the proposition.

Similarly if £ is ,4-flat, then X. is an A -flat resolution of £. The z'th homology of

A".®Ä £' = A".®^ A' is Tor/(£, £') = 0 since £ is ,4-projective, i.e. X ®R £' is exact

and the proof follows as before.    Q.E.D.

Suppose now that we are in situation (*) with / generated by a quasi-regular

sequence/,,...,/,. We note several facts, the proofs of which are in the appendix on

quasi-regular sequences. Given any integers kx,...,k, each k,> 0, the sequence

/*',..-,//« is quasi-regular and £/(/,*',...,/A) is a finitely generated projective

Res"«/, /!'•••>£/
= Res"^cbR'/A'
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/1-module (it is given that £/(/,,...,/,) is a finitely generated projective ^-module).

Because £/(/,,...,/,) is a projective v4-module, there exists an ^4-linear section r:

£/(/,,...,/,) -> £ of the natural surjection it: R -> £/(/,,...,/,), i.e., rr ° r —

identity, and every element g of £ is uniquely of the form

g = 2^mod(//A...,#»)),
j

where J = (/„...,/,), 0 <j, < k„ fJ = //' • • •//». O = f £/(/„...,/,)).

Proposition 2.11. With notation as above.

Res"**-cbR/A

gdfxA---Adfq
= Trace, Ac,R/(f,)/A"\l'kl-\,k2-\,...,kq-\ )■

where the right-hand side means the trace over A   of the map £(/,,...,/)

£/(/,,...,/,) given by multiplication by w(ck| _,     k _,)./« particular,

Res"
fdfx A • • ■ Ac//,

Trace
B/(f,)/A Ag)

and

Res"is.es B//j = 0    ifanyki > 1.

Res"

dfxA---Adfq

ft,-..,//«

Proof. We know that

can be calculated by finding [p"(//, A • • • Ahq ® A)](g) where

//,=/®T-l®/,    g ER,   gEB = R/(fxk\...,fqk<)

and

A G Ext«(£, B) sHomJ A I/I2, b\,   X(fxk< A ••• A/f*«) = 1.

(Recall that to interpret such a symbol as

co

/„.-.,/,

by definition we pass to the /-adic completion and the sequence becomes regular,

i.e., we may assume the sequences/,,...,/, and/*',...,//" are £-regular sequences.)

To make our calculation we have, as usual, a map £s-(h¡) -» £R(f k>) (£B(f¡k|)) is a

projective resolution of £ = £/(/,*',...,//«), (h¡) = the sequence (//,,...,//,), (f¡ki)

= ifx\...,fqi), S = R ®A B. We may choose any map between those complexes

which is a lifting of y: S/(h¡) -» £ given by yis (mod(h,))) -» rb, s = r ® b; note

that (h¡) is now an ideal of S. We construct such a map.
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As noted above every element of £ is uniquely of the form 2dJcJfJ, J = (/,,... ,/„),

0 </ < k¡, Cj E ai R/I), a an A -linear section, cy = image of cy in £. We wish to

give an £-linear map between the following complexes which lifts y.

i
AS«

q
A£«

A 5«

A£«

Asq

A£"

5     -    S/ (h.)

R

If

£

Let £,,...,£, denote the generators of A ' 5" and <?,,...,e, the generators of

A'£«. We define a map at the wth level, fc'i'i-••''-:   A'"5"^Am£" by, if

s = r®b,   b = 2cjfJ,   &*'*   ''"'(5£,i • ■ • £,J = r.   "Total  coefficient   of /A''_l

• • •/*'»."'," where the total coefficient of CjfJ (there is no summation sign now) is

defined to be Cjft'< ■ ■ 7/(jK? if A = *i, _ 1. Ji2 = ki2 ~ !>•••> Jtm = kt„, ~ 1.
(/,,.. .,/m) = [1, c7]— (/',,.. .,/m) and 0 otherwise. In other words find all the

terms of 1cjfJ which have/A'-1 • • •/f'm~1 as a factor (i.e., all terms which have

/,...,/ to the highest possible powers), factor out ftk'\~' • • ■ / A,~ ' and what is left

is the total coefficient of /A ~ ' • • • /A>~ '. We check that this is a map of complexes.

Consider the diagram, m > 1,

a

A 5"
m-\

A Sq

I*

Aft'

I*
«-i
A /?«

c/ and c/' are the maps in the complex £s(h¡) and £Ä(fk'), respectively. To show this

diagram commutes it is sufficient to show it for an arbitrary basis element £,

A • • • A£,.   of A m Sq. Let s = 1 ® Se,/7 (we may assume r — \ in an arbitrary

r ® b; there is no problem) and with notation as above,

d'{<ï>{\®2cJfJ)(E,iA...AEiJ)

d'        2     cj ft* ■'•//£ («í,a---aO

2   (-i)''"'y;f"(2o^"---y,^)(e„A-..Aê,iA.--Ae,j
i = 1.m

2
,= 1.m ■(e,  A •• • Aê, A • • • Ae,. )
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and

<p{d{\®2cjfJ)(EhA.-.AEj)

= *( 2 (-i)""'(/,®t-i®/;))
A=l.m '

• (l®20/y)(^,A---A£,. A---A£j

= *(   2   (-i)""'(/,®2ö£y-i®2cÄ))
A=l.m '

■ (E, A ••• A£ A ••• A£ )
\      'l h 'ml

2   HV1/,
t=\.m

2       cjft.fty-.ffc
A=*<,-'

A-,=*/,-,->

A=*'/.-»

2   (-i)""'/;,
Í = 1,_m

2    o^"£/" ■ • 7A
A=*/,-]

A**/.-1

/',    A,    -I

2     c//M" ■ • "fc
A=*fi_1

-i    'i-i

e;  A • • • Ae,. A • • • A{

e,  A • • • Ae,. A

h=kim-\

■ ■ Ae,.

Thus this is a map of complexes.

At the q th level the map A " 5" - A « £« is

(l ® 2cjfJ)(Ex A • ■ ■ A£,) - %_x.k    ,(e, A • • • Ae,),
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_, the coefficients of /, k¡-\ /„ "    . When we pass, in the usual way, to

cohomology, we see that the image of the natural map £ -» £ (G Ext"^(£, £)) under

the map

ExtqRiB, B) -» HomR(S, £)/ (h¡)HomA(5, £) -> HomAiB, B) ®SB - A

(the usual sequence of maps used to calculate Res") is the trace over A of the map £

-* B givenby <t>ljCjfJ = dki_x.k_v

By the uniqueness of representation in B, we have £ s ®j(R/(f¡))fJ (note

a(R/ifi)) = £/(f¡), since a is injective) and we may represent our map £ -» £ as a

matrix whose entries are members of HomA(R/(f¡), £/(f¡)). In fact, all entries of

this matrix are zero except the lower left-hand corner is 1. Now if g = 1cjfJ, then

multiplication by g is a matrix whose top row has entries (c,). Then <p o multiplica-

tion by g has a matrix representation with O's everywhere except the last row which

is identical to the first row of the matrix for multiplication by g, i.e., along the

diagonal this matrix has O's except for the lower right-hand corner which is

ck -I....JC -i (corresponding to a map £/(f¡) -» £/(f¡) given by multiplication by

A,-i.v,)-
Now the trace of this map over A is the value of Res" in this case. Since

B — ®jR/if,)fJ, the trace of this map may be calculated as the sum of the traces

of the diagonal elements of the matrix (whose entries are in Hom/((£/(f¡), £/(fj))),

which are all 0 except the lower right-hand corner and so the trace of this map has

value equal to the trace over A of the map £/(f¡) -» £/(f¡) given by multiplication

by ck -1,   jc _i, and we have the first statement in the proposition.

In case all the k¡— 1, then rrick _,    Jc _,)

(mod(fj)) and so

"■(co,o,...,o) = "■(£)> i-e. g = c,0.0

Res«
:dfxA---Adfq

Tr
R/(t¡)/A

"(g)-

In case g = 1 and some k, > 1, then multiplying by g has no effect and the matrix

for the map is just the matrix with all zeros except in the lower left-hand corner

where it is 1 (1 means the identity in Horn^(£/(!,)), £/(!,)). Hence the sum of the

diagonals is 0 and so

Res"^cbR/A

dfxA--- Ac//;

/f\.. •,/,*«
0   if any k¡ > 1.

Q.E.D.
We now consider a particular form of situation (*). Consider two ideals / and K of

£ such that R/I + K is a finitely generated projective ,4-module; assume / =

(w,.un) with ux,...,un a regular sequence. We have a diagram:

(1)

R     -,      R®AB = S

î î

A     -,     R/I + K= B
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There is also a diagram:

R/I     -*       R/I ®A B

(2) î î

A       -    R/I + K= B

There are two residue maps, one associated to each diagram and we wish to know

the relationship between them.

Proposition 2.12. Given diagram (1) with / = («,,...,«„), ux,...,un a regular

sequence, there exist maps a and ß and, for q > 0, a commutative diagram:

I
A (J/J2) ®R A (///2) ®R ExtR+niB, B)

a/ \&

q+n      / q   \

A   (J/J2) ®R ExtR+niB, B) A (J/J2) ®R Ext% iB, B)

Y"     i
Hom^fS, B)®SB

y
y is, as usual, the kernel of the map S -» £ and p is as in the definition of the residue

map.

y
Proof. Since / -* £ -> S -» £ is 0, we have a map / -» J and so a map I/I2 -* J/J2

which induces a map A R(I/I2) -» A^iJ/J2). a is the map

A (y/y2) ®R A ii/i2) -+ A (j/j2) ®R A (j/j2) -, A (y/y2)

tensored with the identity map on Ext«,+"(£, £).

Let X. be an £-projective resolution of B and Y. = KRiux,.. .,un) = KRiu¡) which

is a projective resolution of R/I since «,,...,«„ is a regular sequence. X.®R Y. is a

projective complex over B ®R R/I = B and so there is a map, unique to homotopy.

X.®R Y. -» X. We have a map (cf. [5, Chapter XI, §1] for details of these maps)

HomB( X., B) -» HomB(A\®« Y., B) * HomR(y.®« £//, HomR(X., £)).

The last map is, if/ G HomR( A", ®« Yn, B), then

(*(/)(ä ® ~r))xq=f(xq®yn)-f,       yn ® f E Yn ® R/I.

Thus we get a map on homology

//" + «(HomR( A"., £)) - Hn+q(YiomR( X.®R Y., £))

^/£+'Hornby.®« £//,Hom/;( A"., £))

-+HornR(Hn(Y.®R R/I), HWomR(X., B)).

(The   last   map   is:   if   A,  G //"+"HomR(r.®« £//, Hom^A"., £)),   let  /G

HomB(7.®« R/I, HornR(X.B)) be a representative of A,; let A2 G HniY.®R R/I)
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and z2 G Y„ ®R R/I a representative of h2; then f(z2) determines an element of

//"(HomB( A"., £)).) HniY.®R R/I) = R/I (recall that Y. = £fi(u¡)) and A "(///2)

s R/I since / is generated by a regular sequence of length n. Thus we have a map

Ext'¿+"(£,£)-HomJ A(///2),Ext«(£,£)   ,

i.e. a map

a

Ail/I2) ®RExt"R+qiB, B) - EKf^ B, B).

ß is this map tensored with the identity map on A "(y/y2).

Let

(JlA---Ajq)®(üxA---Aü„)®4>'
1 n

E A(y/y2)®/? A(///2) ®RExfR+"iB,B).

a applied to this element gives (/, A • • • A/, A w, ® 1 A • • • A un ® 1) ® <£'. Note

*sGi) ®« KRiux) = KSHX) ®s iS ®R £>,)) = ^Oi.u,),    Ki<q,l<l<n.
a

In the usual manner, there is a map £SG\) -* A"and so a map Ks(j¡) ®R Y. -* X.®R Y.

-» X. i xp is the map defined earlier.) From this mapping of complexes we deduce

p"+q[(jx A • • • A/, A ̂ Wl A ■ • • A un ® 1 ) ® 0').

Now 0' G Ext«^+"(£, £); we may consider <¡>' as represented by a member of

HomÄ( A",+n, £). Following through the definition of pq+" we can see that the image

in HomÄ(5, B) is

« a® 1 if/ <f>'
AS"® y„ - A,® y„->A-,+„-£;

AqSq = S, y = £«(u,) and so Y„ = A " R". If we let e, A • • • Ae„ be the genera-

tor of A " £", then we have a map S -> £ by s -» cf>'0(a(j) ® e, A • • • AeJ.

If we now calculated ßüjx A ■ ■ ■ A/,) ® (¿7, A ■ • • Aün) ® 0'), we find, following

through the definitions given, /, A ■ ■ • A/, ®/, / G Ext«^(£, £) and / has a repre-

sentative in HomR( A,, £) given by x -» c/>'i//(x, ® e, A • • • Ae„). To calculate p« of

this we use the map a: £s(/) -» X. and we find a map S -» £ given by

s -> cf)'i//(a(í) ® e, A • •• AeJ.

Thus the diagram is commutative.    Q.E.D.

We can apply this proposition to situation (*) in case we have an ideal £ of

£, £ = («,,...,«„,©,,...,«), ux,...,un, vx,.. .,vq a regular sequence. (£ is now the

"/" of (*).) Let / = («,,...,«„). We may calculate

\du, A ■■■ Adu„ A col
ResR/A
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and we may calculate

Res
R'/A

CO

v\,...,v'q

R' = R/I, co' the image of co under the canonical map tiqR/A

the images of «,,...,v under the natural map £ -» £'.

Corollary 2.13. With notation as above

Adu„ Aco"

ü%'/a andv'x,...,v'q

Res
R/A

dux A

.,un,vx,...,v
Res

R'/A

Proof. We may assume co = drx A • ■ • Adrq and letting/

we may calculate

1 - 1 ® r¡ E S,

Res
R/A

dux A ■ ■ ■ Adun A co

ux  A ■ ■ ■ Aun ® (¡>),   where   <j> E

,...,un,vx,...,vq

by   calculating   pq+n ° a(/,  A • • • A/,

Ext"/"(£, £), <t> is the canonical map A "+" £"+« s R -, B. For ExfR+"iB, B) can

be calculated by using £fi(u¡, v,), 1 < /' *£ n, I < K q, and is seen to be

HomB( A "+" £"+", £) s HomR(£, £) (s B). So by the proposition we may also

calculate the value as

P"°ß{ h A • • • Nq ux A ■ Aün®<j>) = pq(jx A--- a/;®/)

where / G Ext«^(£, £) and may be represented as a map A «£«+" ->£ given by

x, - 0 ° ^(x, ® e, A • • • AeJ where 0: A"A(u¡,v,) ®R £Ä(u() -. AT^u^v,), and e,

A • • • Ae„ is the generator of A " R", the nth entry of £R(u¡). (0 exists because

£R(Uj, v,) ®/¡ £/¡(u¡) is a projective complex and £A(u¡, v,) is exact.) In this case we

can give 4> explicitly. We have the identity map KRiux, v,) -» £«(u¡, \x) and there is a

canonical map KRiux)-> KRiux,xx) and so there is a map £A(u¡,v,) ®k(Uj) —

£B(u¡, v,). If e,, 1 < i < n, and r,, \ < I < q, are the generators of A ' R", then this

map is seen to be e, -» e,, 1 < i < n, 17 -* t¡, 1 < / < q, e- -> e,, I < i < n. We will

have a map A "£"+" ®R A " £" ^ A "+" £"+" (this is at the # + « level) which

sends (y, ■ • • y, ) ® (e, • • • e'n) -» y, A • ■ • Ay, A e, A - • ■ Ae„, where y( is one of

e,,... ,e„, t,,. ..,t,, and y, A ■ • • Ay, one of the generators of A "£"+«. If any

y = e¡ for any /, the image is 0, for then e, appears twice in the expression on the

right. Hence the only time the image is nonzero is if y, A ■ • • Ay,

We can see that the map A « £«+" -» £ given by xq -> <#> ° »//(x,

A At

A---AeJ

is  the  map  which  sends  the  basis  element  of t, A • • • At,  of   A«/?«H

<Ht, A---At Ae, A--- AeJ

to

Res
R/A

1 and the others to 0. So we may calculate

• Adu„ A codux A

w, A Aun Au, A Au„

by calculating p«(/, A • • • A/ ® /), / G ExfRiB, B). /can be represented as a map

A"£"+"

toO.

£ which takes t, A At 1 and any other basis element of A " £',+«
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Now to calculate

Res",,
CO

v\,...,v'

we use a map Ks.(j¡) -» KR,iv¡), S' = £'

map S -» S'; we have a diagram:

Mi)
4

$A B,j¡ the image of/ under the canonical

-   Mi)

-    £«.(v¡)

The map £R(u¡,v,) -» £R(v¡) exists because £A(u¡,v() is an £-projective complex

and £fl/(v¡) is exact. By the usual considerations this map is homotopy commutative.

Hence there is a commutative diagram:

Ext«(£, £) - Ext«,(£, £)

I I

HomR(5, Ä)/(j,)HomÄ(S,B)     -    Homfi,(S', £)/(ji)HomR/(S', £)

We can now complete both diagrams into A in the usual manner and it is trivial to

check commutativity. So

Res
R'/A

CO

■■-,<

may be calculated as p«(/, A • • • A/, ® g), g G Ext«^(£, £), g the image of the

natural map A "£'« s R' -, £ which is in ExfR.(B, £)(s Horn^/ A «£'«, £)). We

may give the map AT^u^y,) -» £A(v¡) explicitly and so find g. Recall £' = R/I =

£/(u¡). We may map A"R(u¡) -» A^/v,) by e, -» 0, for each /', and £Ä(v,) -» Arfi.(v¡)

by T, -» t/ for every /. This gives a map

£«(//,) ® • ■ • ®KRiun) ®KR(vx)®--- ®KR(V¡) - £«-(«;).

This map sends A "£"+« -, AqRq by sending t, A • • • At, -> t,' A • • ■ At,' and

any other generator of A "£"+« to 0 since any other generator contains an e,. It is

now easily seen that g can be represented as a map  A"£"+"->£ taking t,

A At -> 1 and any other generator to 0, i.e., g is the same as/.

So

Res
R/A

dux A ■ ■ Adu„ A co

(x,...,u„,vx,
= ri ,/iA A, ®f)

Res
R'/A

CO

■ .»fl

Q.E.D.
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